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THE GREGORY FELLOWSHIPS

CHARLES MURRAY EXHIBITION
The extraordinary success of the memorial exhibition of works by the late
Charles Murray recently held at Temple Newsam House cannot be allowed
to pass without comment. To sell from one exhibition over one thousand.
pictures is almost without precedent in
pounds worth of moderately-priced

Leeds, and particularly remarkable when the artist was not widely-known
and his works were of a highly romantic nature and very much influenced by
contemporary idioms. Many of the buyers would not describe themselves as
collectors, in fact it is true to say that some bought their first original picture
from this exhibition. In this part of the country there are few patrons of
contemporary painting, and it is gratifying to find that so personal an artist
as Murray can make so direct an appeal not only to the buyers but also to the
many visitors during the exhibition.
If one seeks a parallel of popularity in our one-man shows during the past
ten years one finds it in the exhibition of paintings by Jack Yeats held in 1948.
The similarity of outlook and in some cases technique of these two artists is
quite rema.rkable. Both adopt a purely poetic approach to nature and express
themselves in a highly romantic manner.
Although one cannot draw general conclusions on such isolated evidence
it would appear that despite the widespread popularity of what might be
called intellectual painting, there is still a strong and lively undercurrent of
real feeling for the romantic which it might seem is more easily acceptable
to the patrons of Temple Newsam House.
Pale 3

GIRL READING

H'atercolourt

"
10$ x 7s"

AGNES LUPTON BEQUEST
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THOMAS ROWLANDSON

Thomas Rowlandson
and some Contemporary

Comic Draughtsmen

Thomas Rowlandson was born in Old Jewry in the City of London in 1757
the son of a chapman, William Rowlandson, who went bankrupt two years
later. William's successful brother, James, helped the family and when he died
his wife, Jane Chevalier, continued to do so. This kindly aunt took special care
of Thomas and later brought him to live with her in Soho where he was
educated at Dr. Barnes'cademy. She left him the bulk of her fortune when
she died in 1789. Rowlandson probably showed his talent quite early and was
evidently encouraged by his family. He joined the Royal Academy Schools in
1772 but was in Paris in 1774.. This may have been only a short visit but seems
to have given rise to the legend that he was taught at the Institut for two years
in the middle of his period at the Academy. During this period he came under
the influence of Mortimer, de Loutherbourg, Gainsborough and others. He
evidently studied Rubens, Hogarth, Brueghel, Teniers among the older
masters and sometimes used figures or groups borrowed from their works.
He exhibited regularly at the R.A. and at the Society of Artists from 1775 to
1787 but never afterwards. In 1784 he had his first great success with Vauxhall
Gardens, the masterpiece of his earliest period which may be held to end about
1790. The important external events which determine this date were the death
of his aunt who left him about $2,000, which could have provided an income
sufficient for him to have lived quite well and, most important, the introduction
of the Greek fashion in women's clothes, and the change of feeling that
accompanied it.
Rowlandson, hasing spent his legacy in gambling and gay living, soon fell
to a lower state than ever before and was forced to rely entirely on his art.
He began to publish his own prints and then to contribute more to the
publishers Fores, Ackerman and Tegg. He frequently collaborated with other
artists, amateur and professional, including Wigstead, a magistrate, his friend
from early times, Bunbury, Nixon, Woodward, and others. Usually it is difficult to distinguish these composite works from Rowlandson's own, and it may
be assumed that the collaborator provided the idea and the barest of sketches
while our artist was responsible for the whole of the realization.
About 1800 Rowlandson met Matthew Michell, the retired banker who
invited him frequently to stay at his houses in Enfield and Cornwall. He was
almost the only patron who bought many drawings from the artist in the
middle part of his life. Engravings were his chief wares, but there may have
been a larger market for his drawings later on because it is said that he found
it profitable to repeat them by an offset process. Somerset House in this collection

Pale 5

No. 2

THE TOXOPHILITES

THOMAS ROWLANDSON

may have been produced in this manner, alternatively it may just have been
blotted when still very wet.
D uring the later part of his life Rowlandson prospered in a modest way,
especially with the publication of his Dr. Syntax series from 1809—1821, and
left g3,000 at his death in 1827.
I t is easier to point to the technical excellencies of Rowlandson's art than
to analyse his gift of wit. His light and fluid colouring is always a pleasure. His
talent for composing huge crowds in small pictures and for distributing figures
in the distances of a picture space is uncommon and especially rare, if not
unique, in an Englishman. His looping line, especially in his earlier phases,
was a far more varied and sensitive tool than Hogarth or Gillray co ld fi d
an in, for example, Faro Table at Devonshire House it achieves a tour-de-force
and
in its own right. Throughout his career it could give movement and vitality to
the feeblest of subjects. With this equipment unparalleled
in English Art
Rowlandson chose regularly to depict the most obvious humours and best
worn types. And yet the drawings do remain funny, if not witty, even when they
have, as so often, no particular point. The truth seems to be that Rowlandson
was not so much a satirist or caricaturist as a purveyor of comic genre, or the
comedy of manners.
Page 6

The drawings of Rowlandson's first period are often more highly finished
than the later ones. They are in quite opaque and subdued colours, predominantly grey and ochre, they are strongly outlined, fully modelled and show
a great variety of technique with the pen. The element of caricature is quite
restrained and sometimes almost entirely lacking as in the two early drawings
in this collection: Girl Reading and The Toxophilites. Many of the early drawings
exhibited by Rowlandson at the Royal Academy were small portraits like the
former, and he may have wanted to make a career out of prettiness and
elegance. The Toxophilites was engraved in 1790 and may stand as a good
example of the, often much larger, parades of elegance set off with humour
and satire of which the best examples are Vauxhall Gardens and the English and

of 1786.
There are no drawings

French Review

—

in this collection that can be confidently dated in
the nineties
the period when, in harmony with fashion, Rowlandson's line
becomes more fluid and relaxed and his colour becomes more transparent with
clear washes set ofl by bright patches. The Groom with Turbo Horses may be of
this period with its neat and precise drawing and careful colouring but might
well be later and The Smugglers has a strength of colour and a variety of
penwork that suggest a comparatively early date, but Mr. Oppe implies that
a very similar drawing is much later by reproducing it near the end of his book.
Most of the drawings in this collection seem to date from the period 1800
to 1815, when his output of prints was at its greatest. The wide divergence of
style must be imputed not so much to development but to the category or
subject matter of the drawing.
Antiques is a perfectly typical example of the small but grotesque character
drawing of almost any period of his life which, like Changing Horses, may be of
the period of the nineties. It is evidently not a satire on the collecting of
antiques, he was himself very interested in them, so much as a routine application of the type of the grotesquely desiccated fancier. The same character is to be
found as a miser, as a critic of pictures and, ubiquitously, staring at young ladies.
There are several landscapes in the collection but these rather were made
for Rowlandson's own pleasure and perhaps for his friends than for the public
which did not buy them. Nos. 6 and 7 are, no doubt, connected with visits to
Michell's home in Cornwall but the Scene bp a Bridge has an exotic note provided
by the figure of the man on the right who seems to be descended from one of
Salvator Rosa's banditti. The element of pastiche is common enough in
Rowlandson's
work and the Landscape, Xo. 17 is, apart from its colouring,
an imitation of the manner of Gainsborough who is an important source
for Rowlandson's landscape style. The collection includes a number of drawings
which are not so much comical as quite factual records, or images
they were
probably not done on the spot of manners and scenes of the day. Changing
Horses is nearest to his urban style and Crossing the Ford to his landscape style
as represented in the Dartmoor scenes.

—
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GROOM WITH TWO HORSES

No. 3

THOMAS ROWLANDSON

The very fine line and brilliant colour of No. 14 belong to a style which,
judging by costume and related prints, was employed by Rowlandson about
the years 1810—15. It seems to have been reserved for fashionable subjects and
expresses well the doll-like form of women's appearance at that date. The very

warmly coloured and loosely painted watercolours seem to belong to Rowlandson's last years from 1815 or 1820 to his death in 1827. The warm tints were
Cows Fording a
general at this period, for example in Turner's watercolours.
in
this collection
elaborate
landscapes
Stream and Carnarvon Castte are the most
of
the
performance
Rowlandson
to
equal
and may represent an attempt by
Caernarvon
the
Town
Entrance
to
lists
an
of
the younger watercolourists. Grego
1804 and a Caernarvon Castle Gate in his own collection which may be related to
this one and, if his date is dependable, call for a much earlier dating and the
existence of yet another style that Rowlandson employed in these years.
Leeds cannot boast of as fine or as significant collection of Rowlandson as
of Alexander or R. Cozens, but his gifts as a landscapist are well illustrated
and his sympathy for and knowledge of horses who, however grotesque the
human beings, are nearly always sensitively drawn, is charmingly represented.
No one since Grego in 1868 has attempted anything like an exhaustive study
of Rowlandson's drawings. The best modern study of his art is still that of
Oppe, 1923, and of his life that of Bernard Falk, 1951, to whom acknowledgement must be made for most of the biographical facts in this note. M.C.

J.
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THOi%4AS ROWLANDSON (1756—1827)
GIRL READING, sitting with a book in her 1. hand.

Watercolour, 10-„' 7s in. 13.163/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
This drawing can be dated from the costume to about 1790.
THE ToxoPHILITEs men practising archery watched by fashionably
men and women.
Pencil, pen and black ink with watercolour; 134 x20.'; in.

dressed

13.172/53.

Prov.: Harcourt Johnstone (Sold Sothebys, 1945); Agnes and Norman Lupton
who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
The engraving after this drawing is dated February 20th, 1790. An unerased
pentimento shows the upper part of the body of the girl mounted on the right
in a different position.
3 GRQQM wITH Two HoRsEs, and a child on a pony fording a river.
Watercolour; 54 X 9) in.
13.168/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
SMUGGLERs seated round a fire at the foot of a cliff'hich is drawn so that it
resembles a group of watching human faces.
Pencil, pen and brown ink with watercolour; 92 X 14~ in.
13.167/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman I.upton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.

5

6

CHANGING

HORSES.

Watercolour, 52 x 9st in.
16/29.
Prov.: R. H. Kitson, who presented it to Leeds, 1929.
THE LQGAN STQNE, on a rocky eminence with a male and a female figure seated

surveying it.
Pencil, pen and brown ink with watercolour; 54'94 in.
Inscr.: in ink in lower r. corner, LoGGAN RocK, CQRNwALL.

13.170'53.
Prov.: H. V. Day; Agnes and Norman

1953.
The watermark,

7

Lupton who bequeathed

it to Leeds,

cut at the 1. reads (WH)ATMAN (1)808
A PIGNIG QN DARTMooR, a group of men and women, seated amid rocks on a
moor, with dogs and horses.
Pencil, pen and brown ink with watercolour; 54 x9 in.
Inscr.: in pen and brown ink in lower 1. corner, Dartmoor.

13.171/53.

8

Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
CGTTAGE, by the shore with a ship in full sail on the sea to the r.
Pencil, pen and brown ink with brown and blue wash; 5s x8 —,'n.

13.169/53.

9

Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
HAMpToN BRIDGE, boats on the river, a portly couple watching l.
Watercolour; 104 x 164 in.
Inscr.: Hampton Bridge
1.10'48.
Page g
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No. 6

THE LOGAN STONE

'I

THQMAS RowLANDSON

Prov.: McCalmont; F. J. Nettlefold who presented it to Leeds, 1948.
There is a very similar but superior version in the Victoria and Albert Museum.
10 Recto: CRossING THE FQRD, a village street with a river running across the foreground, into which a man is driving a pony and trap with a woman seated
beside him and a dog running behind.
Verso: Study of a man attacking a woman from behind.
Recto: Watercolour, Verso: Pen and brown ink; 5s X8~I in.
Inscr.: Recto: in blacklead in lower r. corner: RoIvlandson.
13.161/53.
Prov.: Dr. C. M. Chadwick; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to
Leeds, 1953.
An undoubted work by Thomas Rowlandson though the inscription cannot
be taken as a signature.
The watermark cut off on the left reads (WHAT) MAN (?) 4 probably 1804 or 1814.
11

SCENE BY THE BRIDGE

Watercolour; 42 X 74 in.
4.52/22.
Prov.: Purchased, 1922.
On the back is an old label which reads: "Thomas Rowlandson. Scene by a
Bridge... 'd by Jo. Grego". Nevertheless this drawing does not seem to be
either reproduced or mentioned by Grego.
12 THE TERRAGE AT RIGHMQND, figures walking on the towpath, boats and a house
in the trees on the other side of the river.
Pen and brown ink with brown and blue wash; 5s X 10< in.
9.700/49.
Prov.: S. D. Kitson, who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1949.
Page
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14

Recto: FQUR MEN QN HQRsEBAGK and a faint sketch of a horse in pencil.
Verso: Studies of figures for a crowd scene, a woman holding a child who waves
a fiag, a man seated and others.
Recto: Pencil, pen and brown ink. Verso: Pencil; 6 X84s in.
13.164/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
THE BANKs QF THE SERPENTINE a group of fashionably dressed people sauntering
T
beneath trees, beside water.
Watercolour; 5s x8s in.
Inscr.: Verso: in blacklead: View at the head of the Serpentine river I in Hyde
ark Rowlandson.

13.160/53.
Prov.: Dr. C. M. Chadwick; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to
Leeds, 1953.
Although much in the style of Rowlandson this drawing has been considered
doubtful.
The style of the costume is mainly that of about 1812.
15 As DEAF As A PosT, the heads of two women, the younger shouting into the ear
o t ceder.
Pencil, pen and brown ink with brown wash 7 x5s8 in.
Inscr.: Verso, in ink, probably in the artist's hand: Still as a Mouse / Mad as a
arch Hare / Sleepy as a Cat / As Venemous as a Snake As Vigilant as a Cock As
/
/
Rampant as a Lion / As Wimble as a Hare / As Watchful as a Dog As Lewd as a
/

page
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Goat / As Greedy as a Bear / As Ugly as a Baboon / As Cunning as a Fox / As Wild
as a Kitten / As Stupid as a Goose / As Grave as an Ou,l / As Filthy as a Hog / As
Big as an Elephant.

13.166/53.

Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
The inscription probably records a scheme intended for the publisher Tegg.
16 Recto: SDMERsET HotTsE, seen across the Thames with boats on the shore in the
foreground and shipping on the river.
Verso: Study of three-masted ship.
Recto: Pencil, pen and brown and grey ink with wash.
Verso: Blacklead; 4s x7-„t in.

17

18

13.165/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
LANDscAPE, cattle standing in and on the banks of a stream with a house in the
background.
Watercolour; 5s x9 in.
13.159/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.

the sea coast with fishing boats on the water, figures on the shore
and an old castellated gateway above them.
Watercolour; 4s x84 in.

CARNARVQN,

13.162.53.

Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
JOHN COLLET (1725—1780)
John Collet, born in London in 1725, was a pupil of Lambert, the landscape
painter. He painted humourous subjects, somewhat in the manner of Hogarth,
as is No. 19. Several of his drawings have been engraved and there are some
etchings by him.
Page to
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STREET SGENE, a man furiously beating a fallen mule, a man carrying a number

of statuettes and decorative urns on his head and other figures watching.

Pen, grey ink and wash; 12 X 17sI in.
19/52.

JAMES GILLRAY (1757—1815)

Gillray was trained in drawing at the Royal Academy schools and is believed
to have been taught the art of engraving by Ryland. He published a great
number of satirical prints and it was in this medium that he achieved fame.
He has never been surpassed in the venom of his political cartoons. He died
insane. Too few drawings by Gillray exist for him to be classed as a watercolour
artist.

20

THREE FIGUREs IN A BEDRQQM, a woman seated pulling on her 1. stocking, a
man in deshabile standing and pointing with his 1. hand to an old woman who
is placing a tray with teapot and cups on it on to a table.
Watercolour; 6~ x 9s in.
1 3. 112/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
Possibly the original drawing for Gillray's print, Zhe AIorning after the Marriage
which satirized the Prince Regent's marriage with Mrs. Fitzherbert.
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ARTS CAI
LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY
AUGUST 13 to
SEPTEMBER 4

OPEN DAILY 10-30 to 6-30; SUNDAYS 2-30 to 5-0

MAN, MACHINE

AND MOTION

An exhibition of photographs illustrating the fields in which the
imagery of motion has been extended for the artist by the machine.
Arranged by Mr. Richard Hamilton for Mr. Laurence Gouring,
King's College, Newcastle.

Picture of the Month
Portrait of a Boy by J. S. Cotman
Lent by Mr. Tom Laughton

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

Portrait of Thomas Gascoigne by Pompeo Battoni
from Lotherton Hall

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
WEDNESDAYS

OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING SUNDAYS, 10.30 to 6.15
10.30 to 8.0 DURING AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER

Exhibition of the Permanent Collection
by loans from many sources.

Page 14

supplemented

LENDAR
SOME NOTABLE EVENTS IN YORKSHIRE GALLERIES
AUGUST and SEPTEMBER
Arts Council Exhibitions
Arts Council Collection, Part
Society of Wood Engravers

I (Oil

Harrogate
Halifax

Paintings)

Sept. 3 to Sept. 25
Sept. 12 to Sept. 25

Other Exhibitions
Works by Paul Klee lent by Mrs. E. Hulton
British Studio Pottery (V. & A.)
English and Scottish Pewter and Lace (V. & A.)
Bradford Arts Club Annual Exhibition
Two Centuries of Cricket Art
Historic Houses of Britain (A.E.B.)
Paintings by Ambrose McEvoy A.R.A.
Treasures from Halifax Houses
John F. Greenwood Memorial Exhibition
Charles Murray Memorial Exhibition
French Impressionist Paintings
North Riding Artists Exhibition
Historic Houses of Britain
20th century Sculpture (V. & A.)
Northern Young Artists
Flower Paintings
Exhibition of London's Posters
Flemish and Dutch Masters
Paintings by Ray Taylor
English Earthenware (V. & A.)
Historic Homes of Britain
Oil Paintings from the collection of Wyndham T. Vint, Esq., M.A.
African Paintings and Sculpture from Cyrene
Paintings and Drawings of local interest
Czechoslovak Graphic Art
English Embroidered Pictures (V. & A.)
Keighley Art Club
Manchester Academy of Fine Arts
English Porcelain (V. & A.)
Philatelic Society
Self-Portraits of Contemporary Painters
Huddersfield Art Society
Handmade Furniture (V. & A.)
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York
Hull
Hull

August

Bradford
Sheffield
Keighley

Doncaster
Halifax
Bradford

Hull
Wakefield
Scarborough
Brighouse
Harrogate
Keighley
Rotherham
Sheffield

Doncaster

Wakefield
Hull
Hull

Bradford
Scarborough
Rotherham
Sheffield
Keighley
Keighley

Bradford
Brighouse
Doncaster

Hull
Huddersfield

Harrogate

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

to August 27
to December 31
to August 14
to August 7
to August 6
to August 7
to Sept. 11
to August 28
to August 27
to August 31
to August 28
to August 13
I to Oct. 16
6 to Aug. 27
6 to Aug. 28
8 to Sept. 4
13 to Sept. 11
17 to Sept. 7
20 to Oct. 22
27 to Sept. 10
27 to Oct. 2
31 to Sept. 24
September
1 to Sept. 20
I to Sept. 23
3 to Sept. 25
3 to Oct. 2
10 to Nov. 7
16 to Nov. 6
17 to Oct. 8
17 to Oct. 8
19 to Nov. 20

GEORGE MOUTARD WOODWARD (? —1809)
Woodward was a collaborator and companion of Rowlandson.
21

poverty.

He died in

ON THE RQAD FRDM CHEsTER, a one-legged man riding a cob and holding an
open unbrella over him, going away from a city which is indicated by a signpost
inscribed: To CHESZER.
Pen and brown ink with watercolour; 8~ x 10< in.
Inscr.: In lower r. corner, in brown ink the monogram: VR.
13.265/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
The attribution of this drawing is not very certain. The meaning of the monogram has not been discovered.

GEORGE SHEPHEARD (c.1770—1842)

22

Shepheard was an engraver who also exhibited landscapes in watercolour at
the Royal Academy from 1811—1842. His humorous drawings seem to have
been a private amusement for many of them represent himself and his friends.
ANn TRtp Iv LioHvz.v As YoU Go, a girl in a ragged shift running or dancing.
Pen and brown ink, brown and dull green wash; 7 x 5s in.
Inscr.: Recto: in pencil at base, And trip it lightly as you go. / On the light
fantastic toe. Verso: in brown ink, I am / Sir your Friend etc. / Thos. Adams /
Bond St. / Augt 5th 1789 / and in pencil: NB / Young ladies under twelve yrs
of age are received at 35 guineas.
5. 186/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
This last inscription, according to Mr. Lupton, is in the hand of Shepheard and
the date of the letter might be approximately that of the drawing. "Thos.
Adams" suggests the Adam(s~) who occurs in the inscriptions to some of Shepheard's drawings. The inscription recto is a misquotation from 1'Allegro which
is the title of an ambitious watercolour by Haughton, Shepheard's friend. The
information about Shepheard's friends is from Iolo Williams Early English
Watercolours, the most general source of information for all the artists in this
group.

—
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The Gregory Fellowships
It is now over five years since the institution of the Gregory Fellowships at
the Leeds University and some consideration of their value and significance
is perhaps not untimely. Though comparatively little publicity has been given
to this unique experiment, it has already had such an impact on the art life
of the city that very few people with any real interest in the arts here can have
escaped its influence. It can quite truly be said that the scheme is already
fulfilling its primary objective, and that the faith of its founder has been
justified.
As far back as 1943 Mr. Eric C. Gregory was visualizing the possibility of
establishing fellowships in the creative arts, but it was not until 1950 that the
scheme became operative. This somewhat revolutionary
experiment was
evolved and financed by the founder, whose enthusiasm for contemporary art
and support of younger artists has already been manifested in a great variety
of ways.
The objectives of the scheme were first to provide a provincial University
with the influence of some art activity by creative artists who had already
shown a lively and inventive approach to contemporary problems through
their own mediums. The tendency for such artists to gravitate to London
where they can find kindred spirits and a possible means of livelihood is one
of the reasons for the unfortunate centralisation of creative art activity in this
country. It was Mr. Gregory's desire for decentralisation of the arts which
provided the second objective, believing as he did that in addition to the value
of artists'nfluence on others, the environment of a new sphere of activity
might in turn provide the artists themselves with the experiences of a new
kind of life and a new landscape.
The third objective, which is so characteristic of the founder, was to provide
the means for really promising and progressive artists to work in comparative
security without having to bear the onerous burden of teaching or following
some other employment. The terms under which the fellowships are awarded
are so flexible as to demand nothing from the artists concerned except to work
in their own way inside the University, and to become part of the normal
University life. Whilst not required to do any lecturing or demonstration they
are expected to exercise an influence on those connected with the University
by their personal activities, and to make their studios accessible to interested
people.
With an assured allowance of /500 per annum for three years, the artists
chosen are given the most remarkable opportunity of establishing themselves
often at a time when, in normal circumstances, conditions may have been most
difficult for them. Whether the greater benefits have been derived by the
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University or the artists it is not possible to say. Most of the fellows so far have,
during their stay in Leeds, established themselves in their own particular
sphere of activity, and the two sculptors, Reg. Butler and Kenneth Armitage,
have achieved international repute. These two, together with Martin Froy, the
first fellow in painting, and his current successor Terry Frost, can be said to
have had a very profound effect on the general outlook towards the visual
arts inside the University and more generally in and around the city. James
Kirkup, the first poetry fellow, and his successor Heath Stubbs, both established
themselves very quickly as vitalising influences on the cultural life of the city,
and though moving perhaps in more restricted circles and only newly established, the same may be said of the first music fellow, Kenneth Leighton.
Although the present financial arrangement will allow of a continuation of
the scheme for two or three more years, it might be hoped that it will be made
What is more, the scheme having
possible for it to continue permanently.
idea
to other Universities might well be
of
the
extension
the
proved its worth,
desirable.
But the success of such a scheme depends wholly on the choice of artists
sufficiently vital and authoritative in their work and convictions to wield an
influence in whatever society they may find themselves. In this respect Leeds
has been particularly fortunate for the choice of fellows made by a committee
consisting of the founder, the pro-chancellor, the vice-chancellor, Sir Herbert
Read, Professor Bonamy Dobree, T. S. Elliott and Henry Moore could not
have been more satisfactory.
The painters and the sculptors are of particular interest to our readers, and
the following survey of the work of the four artists concerned may help to
stimulate a more permanent interest in them.

REG. BUTLER

Reg. Butler was born in Buntingford, Hertfordshire, in 1913. He was trained
as an architect and practised from 1937 to 1950. He trained also with a Sussex
village blacksmith and worked as a smith during the war. He turned to
sculpture in 1944, has had one-man shows in 1949 and 1954 at the Hanover

Gallery and at the Curt Valentine Gallery, New York, earlier this year. He
has exhibited in many group exhibitions in England and elsewhere including
the Biennale in 1952 and 1954 and at the Festival of Britain where his piece
inhabited, appropriately enough, the car park.
He won the first prize in the International Competition for a model of a
monument to be erected to the "Unknown Political Prisoner" in 1953.
He has many works in public and private collections in England and
abroad including the Tate Gallery, Arts Council, and the Museum of Modern
Art, New York.
Reg. Butler is at once part of the main continental tradition and of the
English. This may be easy to say, but for once it does seem possible to give
Page
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substance to it. The most important traditions of modern continental art, at
any rate in this connection, are the machine aesthetic and so-called spacial or
formal analysis and of English art metamorphosis and truth to materials. All
these are very plainly present in Butler's art. To begin with the last which is
an earlier idea, contributory to the machine aesthetic, but has been developed
in a special "Romantic" way in England by Moore and Hepworth particularly:
Butler is a smith and produces most if not all of his work by direct means,
by
forging and by a process of his own, and so each object is a unique art work,
a product of the artist's mind and skill in direct contact with his medium, a
formula which would have satisfied William Morris. On the other hand, in his
earlier work Butler generally chose iron as his medium and so managed,
by
using a metal associated with engineering rather than with art, to associate
himself with the machine aesthetic like Gargallo and Gonzalez.
Butler's architectural training is most evident in his contribution to the
spacial tradition particularly in his earlier work in which certain elements of
the figure were represented by quite easily recognizable symbols but they
were structured, that is connected and supported, not by what in nature
supports them but by what might support them if they were machinery or
architecture. These constructions had very much the air of machines beginning
to look like humans or insects which is not the more purely architectonic
continental tradition, it is the metamorphic. The essay on Graham Sutherland
in the Calendar No. 28 indicates some forms of metamorphic painting and
the architectural analogy in the note on Kenneth Armitage implies another,
it is in fact common in current English art. With Butler it was, at first, comparatively reserved notably in the structure of the Unknown Political Prisoner
which was in fact an architectural feature even if it did resemble the inside
of a simple radio valve as much as a gallows. The studies for the figures in
the same composition, however, tend much more to the romantic extreme of
metamorphosis. I have been told that Butler was affected by the criticism that
his Unknown Political Prisoner was inhuman and certainly he seems to have
concentrated much more on this the more human part of his work and
developed it. A quite recent figure (p. 21) is a craftsman holding a small piece
of metal work in which the comparative scale of the human to the machinelike is inverted, but the figure who seems at first glance quite human is in fact
a BEM'or his head is that of a robot or man from Mars. This element of the
terrifying in Butler is related to the same thing in the French sculptress
Germaine Richier, in Francis Bacon, or in Science Fiction and horror comics.
For example, all use the image in which parts of the body seem to have
disintegrated. This used to be interpreted on invisible man or time machine
lines but is more recently associated with the fourth dimension. Another thing
which seems to link Butler with Bacon, is itself the development of an idea of
Butler's own. The elements of the body which I have described in his earlier
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t Bug Fyed Monster, a technical term of
Science Fiction.
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FAMILY GROUP 1950

MARTIN FROY

Oil

Photographs

THE MANIPULATOR

by courtesy of the Hanover Gallery

1954-5 REo. BuTLER

Bronze

work began to close up, becoming shapes in their own right leaving the
structure, often reduced to wires, on the outside so that they began to determine the shape of the object rather in the way that the twigs or stems on which
a caterpillar builds a cocoon partially determine the shape of the cocoon, but
they also suggest the lines outside the figure by which Bacon marks the surrounding space. Sometimes more recently it has been a human figure which
has been treated in this way for example, the St. Catherines on the wheel
that were exhibited at his more recent show at the Hanover Gallery.
I think the Manipulator may stand as the Hero of Butler's art, the technician,
for Butler's machine aesthetic is not the one of right angles and polished
surfaces or of serial production but of specialised, esoteric knowledge and
skills and of the popular myth objects and processes of science; jet engines,
electronic computors and space time.

MARTIN FROY
Martin Froy was born in 1926, went up to Cambridge, and served in the
R.A.F. during the war. He studied at the Slade school of art, from 1948 to
1951.
His first one-man show was at the Hanover Gallery in 1952. He has been
represented in group shows at the R.B.A., I.C.A., in New York and in European

countries through the British Council.
His work has been purchased for the Tate Gallery, Arts Council, Wakefield
Art Gallery and other public and private collections. He was Gregory Fellow
from 1951 to 1954, and now teaches at Corsham and at the Slade.
Froy's most obvious gift is also the source of what is common between the
very varied styles which he has developed. This is a gift for the use of colour,
often in the highest contrast of hue and tone, not only for the pleasure of the
eye but for the creation of space. Some of the earliest of his paintings, done
while he was still at the Slade, are highly decorative. They are made up of
lots of little motifs, suggesting peasant art, in dark colours or black against
backgrounds of the strongest and most luminous colour, like a stained glass
window in which variations of light beyond create an ambiguous space. The
sun seems to shine directly through in one place, other parts are brilliantly lit
and some even seem to be in the cast shadow of something beyond.
The Family Group of 1950 (p. 21) is in many details like the cubism of about
1918, but the strange glowing eyes that are inserted into the figures and space
making colours and lines turn the formalisations into real figures with the
horrifying associations of an abstraction which looks at you and might move.
The show at the Hanover was dominated by a kind of painting, based on an
earlier and still spacial cubism in which figures were presented as a series of
planes, really more like Durer's facetted heads or an exaggeration of the
formal discipline of drawing taught at the Slade itself, but the facets and
planes seemed to have been made of glass, bits of mirrors and stage jewellery,

and to be lit from within like those crystal figures with lights in their bases.
All this created a splendid extravagance and an extraordinary ambiguity of

spacial effect.
His next period, which may be associated with his stay in Leeds, was
dominated by some very subtle dark paints of which the colour is hard to
define like shadows in twilight or against a dazzling light. There is a series of
girls seated in dark rooms, against the light of the window, with a few areas
where the colour seems to be hardly visible under the shiny surface and a few
bars of the most brilliant colour, just too strong to do the job of modelling the
figure which, by their placing, they might be supposed to do, but with the same
ambiguous and extravagant effect that such colours created in the earlier phase.
The pictures were strengthened by a precision of drawing and a rectilinearity
that with the other features made of them something like a caricature of the
works of the Euston Road School.
The last change in his style before leaving Leeds was avowedly inspired by
the great Renoirs of the Sao Paolo Museum which were exhibited in London
last year. I have not seen any completed important picture in this manner of
which the most obvious quality is the fire-hot colour. The drawing is no longer
of the kind which demands the precise location of significant points almost
in the manner of a surveyor's triangulation, but softer though there is a shade
of the old discipline of the right angle as if the body suited itself by chance
to the shape of the canvas.
Froy has been the youngest of the Gregory Fellows in the plastic arts and,
since they are chosen as established artists, this is an indication of the rapidity
of his success.

KENNETH ARMITAGE

Kenneth Armitage was born in Leeds in 1916. He studied at the College of
of Art from 1934 to 1937 and at the Slade, 1937 to 1939. He served in the
army during the war and from 1947 to 1953 taught at the Bath Academy of
Art, Corsham. In 1953 he became Gregory Fellow succeeding Reg. Butler, and
is leaving this autumn when he will resume teaching at Corsham part time.
He has had two one-man exhibitions; at the Gimpel Fils Gallery in London,
1952, and at the Bertha Schaefer Gallery, New York, 1954. He has exhibited
in group-shows in London, Venice, Paris, Varese (Italy), Antwerp, Zurich,
Chicago, Sonsbeck (Holland), Kassel, New York, etc.
His reputation has grown largely since 1952, especially in the U.S.A., and
it is there that he finds the better part of his patrons.
The earliest work that Armitage produced on leaving the army was monumental, that his more recent work is not so is due mainly to the costs of casting
in bronze, and had the look of public art. This was succeeded by more intimate
the first to be shown to the public some in motion and
groups of figures
others still. The attempt to create an illusion of movement is something that
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has exercised many sculptors recently, to name the most obvious, Giacometti
who may be used to contrast the method of Armitage. For Giacometti, movement is a gesture in space the gesture of the moving figure is itself highly
stylized but the path the figure will take over the ground and relative to other
figures in implied by direction and apparent velocity. For Armitage figures
at speed with a
move but in a way rather like a racing car photographed
the
car
to lean forward
turning camera so that the ground seems to move and
of
running it is not the
but to be frozen. Where a leg is lifted in the action
off
the ground like the
forward thrown one but the backward one just coming
This
down.
effect is due to the
pole of a wigwam on the point of being blown
for
the
clay originals are supsculptor's growing preoccupation with gravity
to
display their function
ported, as always by steel rods which he has allowed
from
top to bottom like
as clearly as possible by making them run through
"wished
to make objects
has
the steel skeleton of a modern building. Armitage
well
as
the means by
seen
as
where the formation of the bulk could easily be
his
until the
upright"'nd
therefore
flattened
figures
has
which they stood
from the
and
it
between
structure shows. The bulk is formed by suspending
of "slab
of
builders
said
the
structural elements. All this could equally be
blocks" like the U.N.O. building but influenced perhaps by the comparatively
loose shapes of the bent wires of the armature. Armitage's body work is much
freer in form than architecture although the vertical and horizontal have been
increasingly stressed. His sculpture, therefore, has always retained a more
human look than that of determinedly non-objective artists.
All these groups had been continuous like privet hedges, folding screens, or
terrace houses (p. 25), but in the next years they began to separate out and
became semi-detached and completely detached. After a further accentuation
of the structural form until the figures began to look like the plastic equivalent
of Scott's rectangular human structures, the sensuous element became stronger.
The rather touching symbols of certain features of the body had previously
been allowed to identify the figures with the later static groups, like the front
doors in a row of terrace houses, but while the limbs retained their structural
function these symbols began to take on flesh until they filled out the whole
rectangle of the body. Some reliefs of 1954. are, perhaps, the best of these but
the process has continued.
More recently it is sometimes as if the volume was too well filled, like a tight
paper parcel or bale of cotton, and the incidents of the body, if represented,
have again become symbols on the surface of the mass. The surface seems to
contain a very compressed and complicated organism with which communication may be had only by the lever (arm) or knobs (heads), like a computing
machine. There has also been a return to the conception of the group as a
unit characteristic of the earlier period.
In "The New Decade", the catalogue to an exhibition of 22 European Artists selected by Mr.
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Andrew Ritchie of the Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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TERRY FROST

Terry Frost was born in 1915. He did not take up painting until 1943 when
he was a P.O.W. in Germany. He studied first at the St. Ives school of painting
from 1947 and then at Camberwell 1950—51. He returned to St. Ives and
stayed there until he became Gregory Fellow in 1954.
He had his first one-man show at the Leicester Galleries and has shown in
many group exhibitions in England, at the A.I.A. Galleries, 22 Fitzroy Street,
Redfern, Tate, Whitechapel and in Canada, the U.S.A. etc.
He is included in 9 Abstract Artists by Lawrence Alloway, published by
Tiranti, 1955. His work has been bought by the Arts Council and many
private collectors mainly English.
Living in St. Ives, Frost has always been in the circle of abstract artists
led by Ben Nicholson and Barbara Hepworth who have settled in that
town. He has therefore been in contact with the now decaying tradition of
English pre-war abstract artists of Unit 1 and Circle. But at Camberwell he
came under the personal influence of Victor Pasmore who had at that time
completed his heroic conversion to the practice of abstract art, and exhibited
with the group of post-war abstract artists at 22 Fitzroy Square and the A.I.A.
galleries. He is still in correspondence with Pasmore, who gives him encouragement and technical advice. Frost, therefore, is a member of both groups and
this is shown most clearly in his sketches, freaks, false starts and deliberate
experiments which include action paintings, mathematical schemes, collages,
constructions... right down to his Lemon Eaters for the "Football and the Fine
Arts" Exhibition in which elements from his more highly abstracted paintings
have been reassembled in a figurative way, a complete gamut from concrete
to mere stylization and from precision to the random. A great deal of the
concrete remains buried in any of Frost's paintings which often take the form
of linocuts or collages (paintings made by attaching shapes of coloured paper
to the canvas) at some stage and sometimes regulating lines which rule the
distribution of the shapes exist in the finished picture. Moreover a large part
of Frost's vocabulary of shapes is drawn from the practise of this kind of art;
segments of circles, simple quadrilaterals, parallel lines and so on.
Nevertheless Frost is not a concrete artist he says "Universal Emotion:,
Rembrandt: the big moral emotions... what about a subjective emotion so
ordered that it appears in abstract arrangements of form... the living yet
universal evolution of particular visual experience". In spite of what Alloway
has said'e does not believe that certain forms necessarily convey certain
emotions, on the contrary it is obvious that Frost's method is associative, for to
realize the emotion roused by a blue evening and the movements of boats,
he has painted a picture in which the blue is still a sky and the boats are
suggested in different positions as they rock with the waves. The force of wind
and tide and the texture of the harbour are suggested by the laying on of the
paint in parallel lines.
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Frost has simplified his elements so that they can be used in a way both
associative and formal like the metaphors of poetry, for example in the
painting illustrated, the vortex-like trees. He has also conventionalized
from
other paintings; there is a series in Rembrandt colours. This adds up to
saying that Frost is a craftsman and no theoretician, he is fairly grounded in
the tradition of abstract art which he clearly regards as a fact and a practice, not as an idea. There is therefore a kind of objectivity about his art which
is not the illusion of objectivity conferred by the use of mathematics so much
as the objectivity of a complex convention.
Frost utters this vernacular of the abstract in paint with a luxurious use of
the medium. It is what is called painterly paint and has the same function as
a stagey acting to convince us that we are looking at something larger than
life so that we shall give it the attention due to a work of art. It does, incidentally, suggest to us that the painting is an object and not only a sign or
symbol to be read.
The development in Frost's art except in his earliest paintings is one that
is connected with places and seasons, and with his preferences in colours and
shapes. It need not be described here because the description would be a list
of such elements. All Frost's pictures are to be appreciated in the same way,
namely, with an innocent eye one that is for the grand and splendid effect,
easily one that abides within the tradition of abstract painting.
M.C.
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